
 Mark-n-Cut® Transfer Sheets Testimonials 

William Parrish The product worked exactly as advertised and shown on the 
Fremont, CA website video.  It is also useful for other household projects. 
 
Anthony Cusumano -  “Saves time, no measurements” 
Harrington, DE  
 
Charles R. Loghry This product more than lives up to my expectations.  They are 
Trinidad, TX easy to use, work well for making several copies.  I was able to use 

one and set it aside then use it again. 

Jeremy Eirls -   “I was surprised at the time it saved me and the ease of use.              
Pineville, LA    Great Idea” 

Daniel Blackford This is an excellent tool.  I used it when I wainscoted my living 
Interlochen, MI room.  One piece did all my outlets, cable outlets, phone outlets, 

electrical outlets and light switches.  That one sheet that I used 
save me hours of measuring and guesswork which normally goes 
wrong and then I have to buy more material.  With the Mark-n-
Cut it went right the very first time. 

 
Leif Morgan I would recommend this product to any of my friends/co-workers. 
Cynthiana, KY I have never seen a product like this before and this product is a 

great one and I will be buying a couple more packs to keep in my 
workshop. 

 
Dennis Tapp The Mark-n-Cut sheets made finishing the walls in my workshop 
Newport News, VA a snap.  With all of the outlets and light switches (28 total) what 

would have been a 4-5 hour job took me just over 2 hours.  No 
measuring or trial and error just a few taps and cut.  Clean, 
accurate holes! 

 
Frederick Hopper Very easy to use with a professional outcome. 
Freehold, NJ 
 
Roger Buchanan WOW!  Why didn’t someone think of this before?  So much easier 
Columbus, OH than measuring and hoping you get it right.  So easy a child could 

use it. 
 
Mitchell Clemons As a remodeler, this was one of the best products for marking 
Houston, TX outlets and switches and lights.  One packet lasted throughout a 

1,500 sq. ft. house.  No more guessing. 
 
John K. Hazelton “This product makes the transfer process easy and quick. great 
Palm Bay, FL product for the DIY and commercial contractor.  Best  I have seen 

in a long time.  Easy to use and quality of transfer. 
 
Tom Theodore -                       “It worked great for me on drywall”                     
Mercer, WI  
 
Evan Cape I would highly recommend this product.  I was able to use it for 
Aston, PA installing outlets and recessed lighting in a remodeling project I 

did on my house.  I was impressed on the amount of time the 
Mark-n-Cut saved me on measuring.   

 
 



Gary Kaye This product worked exactly as stated, adhered to electrical box 
Appleton, WI edges very well, and as long as adhesive remained clean and 

transfer material was still available on sheet, the sheet could be 
used over and over.  Some measuring was still necessary as you 
had to know where to tap on sheet of drywall, plywood, etc. in 
order to get transfer, but other than that, this product seemed to 
make a project like drywalling go faster and with better finished 
results.  Not messy when handling transfer sheets on the transfer 
side. 

David Hudson -  “I do recommend the product, easy to use”                                                                                    
Andover, MN 

Harold Maas 
Adams, WI It has easy application and the ability of using it multiple times 

makes it economical when drywalling a whole room and the need 
to make accurate cuts for outlet boxes and switch boxes.  No 
guessing or multi-measuring required, just follow the simple 
instructions and cut-outs are exact with very little additional 
trimming required. 

 
Barton Fendelman Mark-n-Cut made life so much easier and faster.  My cut outs 
Brooklyn, NY were so much neater and accurate making the tape job faster. 
 
David Smith I would recommend this product to anyone who wants a perfect 
Belleville, KS cut in sheetrock, plywood or paneling.  It makes it easy to know 

where to cut by leaving the template on the backside of the 
material you are using.  It takes the guesswork out of hanging 
drywall. 

 
James Wetzel This is just the thing I needed to finish restoring my bass boat. 
Downingtown, PA I was able to easily transfer the seat locations from the hull as the 

previous decking was rotted.  Love this product. 
 
Clinton Smart This is a very good product.  From being a drywall finisher being  
Shawnee Msn, KS able to cut outlet boxes and lighting holes in sheetrock is a 

challenge at times.  The closer we can cut the holes the less time 
the overall job will take. 

Donald Lyss -   “Very easy to use”                
Montello, WI  

Shirleu Knupp Sr. -   “It works great. My son used your product. He wants more 
Phoenixville, PA  of it - Made the job way easier. Does just what it says it will do.” 

Michael Homan -  “I have installed drywall on my basement walls and I have had          
Kregsgeville, PA  trouble cutting out boxes for switched & outlets. If I had this        
    product back then I would not have had to spend so much on  
    drywall when I messed up.” 

Marty Vanderhoff -     “I like the Mark-n-Cut Sheets (Simple & Quick)”                 
Elmira, NY 

John E. Burns Sr.-  “These Sheets makes it error free to install objects in walls.”      
Kingsville, MO 



Steven King -   “I would recommend this product. Very easy to use and saves          
Topeka, KS    a lot of time measuring.” 

Allen Mansfield -  “Very easy to use, did what it was designed to do”                           
Urbana, IL 

Edward F. Davis-  “Easy to use – Instructions were easy to follow – it was different ”                      
Porter, OK    almost to easy” 

Roger Kramer-   “Where has this been? It works very well! A product to keep on       
Bonney Lake, WA    hand saves time & reduces mistakes and I’ve made many of  
      those in the past. Works like it says it will” 

Ed Grekstas -   “It great for marking the closet flange in bathrooms. Just place     
Winfield Park, NJ   Mark-n-Flange on the flange put the sub floor over it, tap it with a 
    hammer then cut out the outline. Perfect shape and location.”  

James Burrows -  “I recommend the transfer sheets because it gave me a clear       
Dublin, VA     outline to make an opening the right size without having to  
      to trim or replace material. I used it on baseboard in an old home 
      transferring directly to the faceside and it worked fast as well as  
      accurate. My friends and family couldn’t believe the speed of  
      completion of installing outlets in the living room.” 

Keith M. Johnson -   “Mark n Cut is very easy to use and it’s so much faster than trying        
Meservey, IA     to measure. You know your cut out is going to be accurate and  
         where you need it. No more being off just a little.  A friend  
      watched me use this and wanted to know where I got it.” 

Frank Granillo -   “The product was easy to use and I was able to use it more than 
Hillsboro, OR      one time in multiple places. I used it on the ceiling for installing  
       a ceiling fan, and installing the switch box for the fan. Re-usable, 
       nice bright color for easy visability.” 

Robert Albertini -  “This made the marking of outlets & light fixtures simple and                         
Franklin, MA     precise. My friends and family were impressed with the ease of  
      use and precision cuts.” 

Edward Burton -  “The Mark-n-Cut Transfer Sheets are excellent to use and the          
Lexington, NC     instructions are very easy and simple to use them. You also have  
      instructions on each sheet to help the user. I like them.” 

Keith Naylor -   “Easy to use and reuse – My family and friends were impressed 
Columbus, IN      and found it very easy to use.” 

Kevin Thompson -  “I recently did a drywall job. Mark-n-Cut made it easy to mark the 
Blasdell, NY    outlet boxes and can lights I had to cut out. Made the job go  
     much quicker. Great ideal.” 

Gary Padin Saves time, easy to use, good quality.  On a scale of 0-10 I give it  
Woodmere, NY an 8.  Working apartment maintenance it really comes in handy 

for lights and drain flanges. 
 
 
 



Thomas Quickel Easy to use on electrical outlets that I had to cut out for drywall  
Loveland, OH and MDF beadboard installation in a bathroom remodel.  Speeded 

up the install of wall material.  Easy to use and resuse. 
 
 
Mike Burnham Good, unique tool.  Easy to apply and very versatile.  The transfer  
Carmel, IN sheets were easy to use and made my drywall project go much 

faster.  Thank you! 
 
Robert Ligon Works well on suggested uses and others.   
Grayson, GA 
 
Mitch Babey Before testing this product I would use some older paint.  This 
Dover, PA product makes it easy and is quick to use.  Simple and easy to use. 
 
 
David Heckler This product is very handy and simple to use.  It is very useful in  
Hartselle, AL my woodworking shop as well as in household repairs. 
 
James Welch Used it on cabinet panels to install outlets this application 
Burlingame, KS was great.  Easy to understand and apply. 
 
Craig Lawson I was in the middle of converting my unfinished basement when 
Topeka, KS the templates arrived.  It was a true blessing as I had many outlets 

and switch holes to wire in.  I saved several days using them.  I 
even went to Home Depot to buy more. 

 
Billy Smith I think that these sheets are a great idea.  I used to use my wife’s 
Polk, NE lipstick to achieve a similar result.  She is also happy to see this 

product. 
 
William Keller Much handier than other marking options, more accurate than 
Temple, TX transferring measurements.  Fast and accurate layouts. 
 
Adrien Ludwig Found the ease of use was great.  With each sheet being able to 
Dublin, CA be used several times that is a great feature.  The wide range of 

uses is benefit going from wood to metal back to wood really 
impressed me.  A true time saver. 

 
Craig M. Austin Had a tricky cabinet job – lots of custom cuts around obsticles 
Chassell, MI made it really easy. 
 
Antonio Vivas Torres I’m recommending this product, the Mark-n-Cut!” to all DIYers 
West Peoria, IL to save time and efforts in installing wall gadgets like electrical 

receptacles or circular/square floor drains and any shape that fits 
the 8”x8” transfer sheets. 

 
Henry C. Courten I found these sheets were great for putting in an outlet box.  But 
Shirley, NY the best use I found was when I did tile work in the bathroom.  

Cutting around toilet flange was so much easier to mark and cut 
with these transfer sheets.  I just wish they were a bit larger.  
These sheets make any job easier. 

 
 
Robert Antonnucci This product takes the pain out of installing drywall!  Great idea. 
Beaumont, CA I’m sure I will find many uses for this stuff. 
 
 



William Treadway I found this product very innovative.  Was so easy to use and  
Island Park, NY made your cuts very precise.  I would suggest anyone looking for a 

professional appearance to use this product. 
 
Robert Stonkey Somebody should have come up with this idea sooner.  Very good 
Mckeesport, PA product. 
 
Joey Sturgeon Definitely recommending.  Everything comes out clear.  All the 
Anderson, IN corners and bump outs on the sides of the electrical boxes. 
 
Robert Wawro I would purchase for another project in the future.  Used for two  
Virginia Beach, VA projects in the laundry area.  Outlet receptacle was great. 
 
Sam Hokanson When I used the Mark-n-Cut on the wall it made it easier to not 
Orting, WA make any mistakes or extra cuts.  It made my job fast and perfect 

without error. 
 
Glen Hagan I recommend this product for ease of use.  You put it on what  
High Springs, FL you’re measuring then lay what you want to cut.  You only do this 

one time and cut and the fit is right the first time.  No mistakes to 
fix later because of miss measuring. 

 
Davin Kimber It is easy to use if you don’t do much drywall. 
Desert Hot Springs, CA 
 
Rick Tracey I would definitely recommend this product, it eliminates user 
Red Lion, PA error and costly mistakes.   
 
Eric Graf Product is easy to use and is good for beginners and people not 
McDonough, GA good with measuring things. 
 
Louis Knieper I loved this Mark-n-Cut!! I wish I had gotten it two weeks earlier –  
Renville, MN it would have saved me from having to patch drywall after I 

mismarked an electrical outlet.  I can’t wait to start using it when 
the weather warms in my outdoor workshop.  I am hand cutting 
decorative picket fence boards.  This will cut on time spent 
marking boards and improve accuracy. 

 
Robert Buchholz Highly recommend this product.  It makes cutting holes very easy  
Winter Haven, FL - not just electrical plugs, but almost anything that needs a hole 

cut where a panel goes around it. 
 
Robert Chavez For a do it yourselfer consumer this product is perfect.  Takes  
San Antonio, TX guess work out of where to put holes. 
 
Tom Skopal This is a great product in that it not only saves measuring time, 
Bethlehem, PA but it also helps with insulation since the box openings can be 

made smaller. 
 
Larry L. Reeves A friend was doing some remodeling on his house.  I helped him 
Panama City, FL with the floors and sheetrock and we used the transfer sheet you 

sent me.  We both were highly impressed with how easy and how 
well they work.  It cut down on some measure time.  Also we used 
when we tiled around the toilet flange.  It marked on the tile to be 
cut with ease. 

 
 
 



Ryan Silbernagel It was nice that there was no measuring involved.  Plus for  
West Fargo, ND hanging sheetrock on the ceiling you didn’t have to think so hard 

to make sure you cut the hole in the right spot. 
 
Michael Ebenhoeh Very easy to use and works just as advertised. 
Mountain Home, ID 
 
Timmy R. Rainey I would recommend this product for the ease of use. 
Springerville, AZ 
 
Mark Brandt Easy to use and would recommend for remodeling and new 
Gresham, OR construction.  Makes marking hole before installation very easy. 
 
John Wimmer I happened to receive this product at the same time I had to 
Corinth, TX replace some sheetrock behind my washer and dryer.  There are 

several different cut out sizes needed so the Mark-n-Cut came in 
handy.  The product was simple to use.  Peel off backer, stick to 
area to cut, tap drywall against, cut out around marks that were 
transferred.  The Mark-n-Cut made accurate marks and were easy 
to see.  This is one product I can see using again. 

 
John Moss Love the product.  Great idea.  Very fast easy to use and super 
Costa Mesa, CA product.  Thanks. 
 
Israel Phillips Made the job very easy and precise.  Tried other methods and  
Boynton Beach, FL after trying/testing this product it came out tops.  Easy to follow 

instructions which made the job turn out as stated. 
 
Gerard Lasley This product was very easy to use.  It made drywalling my  
Louisville, KY bathroom a snap.  Was very easy to use even on pipes to mark 

their location for cut outs. 
 
Vince J. Barr Easy to use.  I own a construction company and would use this 
Newark, DE product. 
 
Gregory Lowe This is a great product.  We used it on several job sites while 
Chicago, IL installing drywall and toilets.  What took you so long to make this 

product. 
 
Wayne N. Edes Ease of use – fills a void for this type product with simplicity! 
Kennebunk, ME 
 
William F. Klein Saves time, delete the use of measuring that stops mistakes. 
Sykesville, MD 
 
Joseph Abrosino I think that they are a really good product.  I would recommend 
Jackson Hts., NY them for doing a lot of cut outs. 
 
Becky Gkiffin I found this product very easy to use.  I used it for putting up a  
Skokie, IL new light fixture and it only took one time. 
 
Jim L. Wilkins I do remodeling of homes including elect. Wiring, etc.  I find 
Antlers, OK this product a real help and time saver.  I recommend it to all who 

do this kind of work, including home repairs. 
 
Robert W. Connally I feel that this is a good product, and I would recommend it to all 
Antioch, CA levels of constructions personnel. 
 



 
Barry Howell Already seen it being used on a November episode of Ask This 
Logansport, IN Old House. 
 
Susan Cimorelli This product is the perfect idea for those hard to get accurate 
Dana Point, CA cutouts.  Use this product if want perfect results. 
 
Terry Higbee I used the product to replace damaged paneling from ice 
Connellsville, PA damage over the winter.  It made the process simple because the 

sheets I removed were damaged to the point of not being able to 
use as a template.  So I used the Mark-n-Cut and was easy and 
accurate. 

 
John Smith I used this on my garage rework.  Fantastic!  No more guessing 
Marion, IA on placement of fixtures or outlets.  And with the tracebility, it’s 

like having a template every time! Even an amateur can get it 
right in one shot!! 

 
Mike Bosshardt I recommend this product.  Bright red so you can see outline. 
Mesa, AZ Fast, no measure, great detail, sticks well. 
 
David Smith This was a easy way to mark and transfer things to sheetrock, 
Marlinton, WV OSB, sidings.  It was very easy to use and even someone who 

wasn’t very handy could use it with ease. 
 
Charles Holley Easy to use. 
Guntersville, AL 
 
Adam Manchion Great for all outlet hole applications.  It creates a perfect  
Independence, MO match with no guess work. 
 
James Hornbeck It was easy to use and located electrical outlet box perfectly. 
Elyria, OH 
 
James Jackson, Sr. I fiind that this product is excellent.  I was putting up paneling and  
Newark, NJ I had to cut for light switches and outlets and it worked very good 

for me and I will recommend it to my friends. 
 
Roger Rayburn This is a very good idea.  I just finished a big drywall project a  
LaRue, OH couple of months ago and wish I had these sheets then.  They 

make marking electrical outlets so much easier. 
 
David Adamson I personally enjoyed this marking product.  I really liked the fact 
Angleton, TX that you can use a sheet more than once.  It really comes in handy 

on projects that would have taken away precious time and money 
to calculate, measure and then cut, or whatever your proposes 
were for using this product.  This is a simple but easy product to 
use. 

Joseph McKenna This product arrived just in time.  I was putting a new wall in my 
Buffalo, NY basement to extend my bath.  It worked out great installing the 

electric outlets.  Thank you. 
 
Ric Shoemaker I would recommend this product to other members.  I found if 
Brownsville, TN you cut the transfers into strips and place them around a 

receptacle box the transfer sheets last longer. 
 
 
 



E. Mahon This product could not of come at a better time.  Was able to use  
Elizabeth, NJ for all outlets and switch boxes.  Makes working so much easier 

for cutting holes. 
William Adams Saves time which these days are very valuable. 
Spotsylvania, VA 
 
Gershon Korntreger I found that this product makes cut outs for drywalls easier 
Philadelphia, PA than any other method that I have tried.  It cut my time for 

putting up drywall by ½. 
 
Sydmoth Matthews It is easy to use.  Cuts out measuring.  It is reusable. 
Jonesboro, GA 
 
Bryan Nickels Product acts as another hand when hanging drywall around 
Waukesha, WI outlets and plumbing.  Saves a lot of time and creates a perfect 

hole every time. 
 
Christopher Shaffer This product is great.  It’s like putting your child (or other small 
Kingman, AZ person) in the framework with a crayon/marker to trace you 

cutouts from the inside.  Error free measuring.  As stated, product 
is reusable for multiple applications.  Between applications I used 
waxed paper to preserve/protect adhesive.  The sheet can be 
easily resized with common scissors.  A true must have product 
for the handymen new to drywall installation. 

 
Bill Torry Easy to use.  Does not take up much space in tool box.  Great size 
Sears, MI that works with the majority of items that you need to make cut 

outs for. 
 
Randy Ehlers Was easy to use and marked on the backside of panel with a dark 
Burlington, ND color so was easy to see what to cut. 
 
Ida Watson I love it.  It makes cutting it right the first time. 
Newfoundland, PA 
 
G. Hochstatter This is very easy to use and saves a lot of time and very 
Yuma, AZ reliable. 
 
Lynn Hunsinger This really makes it easy to get a nice clean cut just where you 
Eureka, CA want it.  I was upgrading my electrical outlets.  This was perfect. 
 
Ernest Eberle More precise than measuring and quick. 
College Sta., TX 
 
Clifford Jameson A great product where measurements are critical.  It prevents 
Kearney, NE extra cost from ill cut product.  Great for subfloors in bathrooms 

or lights where you have cans. 
 
Pamela Heskett This product arrived as we were tiling the bath floor and I had the 
Show Low, AZ opportunity to mark exactly where the toilet flange was located. 
 
 
Thom Rider “I have used your product for a few outlet boxes and the sheets  
Erlanger, KY have performed exactly as described.  Great time saver for the 

handyman. Thanks for a great product.” 
 
 


